Now that you have learned about classical conditioning and its extensions, it’s time to embrace your inner artist and create a masterpiece that demonstrates your knowledge.

For this assignment, you will create a comic strip that depicts a classical conditioning of your choice. The strip does not necessarily have to be funny. The comic strip should contain at least 4 “slides”, each with a colored picture and a caption that accurately depicts the classical conditioning process. Additionally, one of the extensions of classical conditioning (extinction, spontaneous recovery, generalization, discrimination, higher order conditioning) should also be shown.

Project Rubric:
4 / 4 extra credit: At least 4 “slides”; classical conditioning and extension appropriately shown, each picture appropriately labeled (US, UR, NS, CS, CR).

An example from a previous student is shown below. Your comic DOES NOT HAVE TO LOOK LIKE THIS! Please don’t let this exemplar “limit” your ideas for your own creation.